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About This Game

Neon Space is a fun and simple but at the same time highly addictive game.
The goal of the game is to drive your little space ship from one end to another, dodging numerous obstacles, solving puzzles,
opening new passages with checkpoints and discovering unique game mechanics by yourself. There are 50 levels, and there is

also a cool medal system so you can always try your best for that shiny gold medal. If the game becomes too hard you can make
it easier with your two in-game abilities slow and blink.

Slow ability- allows for the player to slow down everything except for the player itself.
Blink ability- allows you to jump a short distance. If you manage to time it right, you can even jump through some of the

obstacles in the game.

These cool little tricks will have to be used on some levels to push you a bit closer to that medal. To make sure the game doesn't
become too boring, new mechanics and tricks are being added to some levels, just to keep it spiced up through the entire play

time.
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Title: Neon Space
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Just1337 Studio
Publisher:
Just1337 Publisher
Release Date: 12 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Intel dual core 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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This game deserve a lot more bad reviews. A LOT.. You're a witness to Beatrice Le Brun's kidnapping during one of her
performances. An illusionist that was thought to have vanished a long time ago. But apparently, they're two of them and one is
clearly helping you. Along with Arthur, Beatrice's little brother, you're investigating what's really happening.

I've been a beta tester for this game, with Artifex Mundi sending the first part of a game to people to test it. So, you bet that I've
bought this one once it's been released on Steam.

The plot is, as usual with Artifex Mundi's games (published or developed), a young woman on her own, with the help of others
when needed, trying to investigate and protect the world. You're also diving into the world of a love story and illusionists. But
it's too bad that the game doesn't involve more that magic side.

The gameplay is the standard one: use objects, combine them, find them, solve puzzles and clear hidden objects scenes. As
usual, the game isn't difficult nor easy, it's well balanced. I also like the use of Arthur, the little brother. He can be quite helpful
if you're stuck (because generally, if stuck, it means that you need Arthur).

I also like the graphics as it's in the XIXth century (if I remember correctly) or early XXth century. Anyway, you don't get to use
new technologies, so, you have often to rely on other skills or items to advance. The graphics were really transporting you back
to this era.

The soundtrack was nice.

Anyway, while I was kinda hoping for a lot the first time I've played it, I found myself a little disappointed as I feel like the
story was evolving in something that wasn't really necessary. Yeah, for me, the game isn't really Artifex Mundi' greatest
published games. But it's still a nice game, so go for it when it's in sales.. I was surprised by this game. At first glance I thought
it would just be a cheap Call of Duty knockoff, but it has some polish. The HUD was simple and helpful, the objectives were
clear and sensible, and the drone control systems were simple yet fun. All in all a solid FPS. Would play again.. I love this game!
The controls do get a tad annoying sometimes (you have to click to where you want the bots to go) because using arrow keys is
faster, but the funny, cheesy story makes up for it. I've played through it 3 times, still enjoying it. Get this game if you haven't
done so!!!!. Final Take is a Slender Man rip off game that has an interesting concept, but a pretty bad execution.

Story:

Final Take puts you in the shoes of two different characters, a man named Adam but you mainly play as a girl named Sarah who
wants a job in a mental hospital, but when she arrives there she finds the place abandoned and someone stalking her throughout
her exploring the place.

The story is nothing impressive, it's rather generic stuff and it's a typical cliche of mental hospitals have a bad history and is the
result why it's haunted in the present. Not to mention the story doesn't really do anything special and in less than an hour of
playing it all comes to a close.

Graphics:

Final Take is a by no means bad looking game, it's a decent looking game, but the VHS filter that is constantly distorting the
screen is actually really annoying and makes certain areas hard to see even with a flashlight. In the second chapter this actually
makes it much more difficult to play as you have to avoid an enemy you can see through a camera and with the darkness and the
vhs distortion makes it hard to see her.
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Audio:

When talking about Audio I'll start about the music as I don't have much to say. It's pretty much a single generic track that is
played throughout every chapter and it's very mediocre, I can pretty much say this about all the SFX in this game, it's all very
generic indie stuff that the more you hear the less scary it becomes.

Now the voice acting. The voice acting is absolutely atrocious. Sarah's voice actress talks way too much and she when she talks
she says a lot of nonsense that makes you cringe and not get scared. For example her scream is so bad that I would say it's one of
the worst screams in all horror media. Also when the actress talks she talks so loud that you can hear the mic feedback when
playing the game. As for Adam he rarely speaks, but his actor is pretty bad as well, but at least when he speaks there's no mic
feedback.

Gameplay:

Final Take is pretty much a Slender Man rip off, to the point where in the second chapter the goal is to actually collect 8
pictures scattered across the hospital. The game is only 4 chapters long and you can finish the entirely game in under an hour,
maybe 30 minutes. There's two chapters where you have to get a certain place and two slender man rip off stages and the
walking chapters are extremely short less than two minutes long.

Not to mention when doing the pages chapters you have to avoid an invisible enemy, in chapter 2 you're given a camera to see
the enemy, but in the last chapter you can barely see her, so avoiding her is way harder, which makes it a really frustrating
chapter to play.

Verdict:

Final Take is an insanely mediocre Slender Man rip off, it's incredibly short, not scary and frustrating to play. Honestly when
you can play the original Slender Man game for free or even buy a fairly decent remake for cheap on a sale, I'd say it's not worth
bothering with this.

Final Rating:
3\/10

Pros:
+ Story is okay

Cons:
- Frustrating gameplay
- VHS filter makes everything hard to see
- Voice acting is atrocious

If you liked this review please consider joining https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/completingthebacklog and 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/ImperialReviews. After several attemts to play this game on multiple PC's I am
convinced that it is broken. The game crashes during the first loading screen every time. It is very unfortunate as to how many
games I have purchased on Steam with this same issue. Don't waste your time or money! If you ARE able to get the game to
work, I would love to know if it is any good. My suggestion though: Stay away!. this game is abasolute bull♥♥♥♥♥♥i have had
to start over and over agane for no reason. Don't waste your money. It's pretty, but horrible narration that you can't actually
control - the pause button just doesn't work. It's a crap bit of VR 'education' that was released well before it was ready. Or even
tested. Do not buy.. I don't know what those others are talking about. I bought this, yah I didn't get a CD key but I looked at my
mounts and styles and sure enough they were all there, dunno if this is worth it's current price tag but it does actually work just
look in game. The mounts are cool, the styles for the most part are cool, haven't looked at the ally's yet but I will recommend it
because the mounts look really nice in game.
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Ace game, played it a long time. Mega steep learning curve but once you're past the first few games and can actually handle the
ball/ship well enough to pull off some nice goals it can be insanely fun. 100% recommended!!. I threw a sword at a guy I was
dueling and it stuck in his arm. The dude then took my sword out of his arm and proceeded to kill me with it.

10\/10 Gameplay. It feels a bit weird not recommending a game I've put so many hours into. If you just want to pour a bunch of
relatively mindless hours into a game, with maybe two or three periods of "OMG I'm never going to beat this particular
monster," Gyromancer might be for you. However, it has some serious weaknesses.

Its main problem is that it's badly designed. When I first started playing, it was incredibly difficult. It seems like the enemy
beasts were way overpowered, and I struggled to live long enough to gain the experience points necessary to level up. After a bit
of grinding, the game became much easier. Because I'd tried playing Gyromancer a few years back, I knew that grinding was a
very important, so I spent some time getting each stage's in-game achievements (there are no Steam achievements) before
moving on. This leveled me up enough that, usually, the next stage didn't instantly kick my butt. So far so good.

Then came the later levels. One of them changed the game mechanics so that "idle twists," gem twists that didn't immediately
accomplish anything, penalized you. I hated this change but it became less of an issue after I leveled up some more - the higher
your beast's level compared to the enemy beast, the safer it is to do an idle twist or two. Sometimes I'd do those on purpose,
because I couldn't make any other moves or because I wanted to use an attack gem, and sometimes they happened by accident,
because it was super easy to accidentally twist gems that I didn't want to twist. Judging by other reviews, I'm not the only one
who had this problem. I had similar issues with moving across the stage maps - my game character sometimes went in directions
I didn't intend.

One of the later levels included a sudden jump in the enemy beasts' levels. There my beasts were, only at level 30, suddenly
attempting to beat level 50+ enemies. After a lot of grinding, I leveled myself up enough to handle them and figured that things
would just get harder from there. I thought the next stage might have level 60 or 70+ beasts. It turns out that level 70 is the max,
most of the enemies from that point on were level 30-45, and by leveling myself up to handle level 50+ enemies with ease I'd
made the rest of the game, for the most part, too easy. The biggest challenge I had was dealing with a few enemies that could
change the direction of my twists (very annoying) and the puzzles I needed to beat in order to collect all the beasts. I looked up
solutions for two of those puzzles, the Match 6 and Match 7, because there's no way I'd ever have managed those on my own -
even knowing what I had to do, it took a lot of work to get the right colored stones into the right places.

I've now finished all the main stages (the story was very boring, awkward, and badly written fantasy), accomplished the
achievements for most of the levels (I've decided that some just aren't worth the time and annoyance), and I think unlocked all
the beasts. I'm as leveled up as I can get. I'm not 100% done with the game, but the few things left to do don't particularly appeal
to me. After all those hours put in, the end just feels very "meh."

Pros:
+ A good time waster, once you've leveled up enough that the enemy beasts can't kill you in two or three moves.
+ It's fun to collect new beasts you can add to your arsenal.
+ Trying out the different beasts is fun. I had particular favorites, like the bird-based ones, the spider, and the Motu (the only
favorite whose name I can remember). I worked hard for that Motu, and its abilities were worth it.
+ Decent artwork.

Cons:
- Cheesy music.
- Badly written and utterly boring story. Also, I was a bit annoyed that the main character, a dude, was great at everything, while
his female traveling companion seemed useless and kept either dying or offering her life so that someone else could live.
- The game mechanic where idle twists increased your chance of having enemy gems added to your board and made the enemy
gems count down faster was very annoying. I also hated the (thankfully very few) enemy beasts that could change the direction
of your gem twists. It was hard to get my brain used to the new direction.
- Accidental idle twists are really easy to do, which makes the game mechanic where you get punished for them even more
annoying.
- Enemy difficulty was, after a certain point, badly planned. The game threw very high level enemies at players at a relatively
early point (still several stages to go). I leveled up in response, only to encounter almost nothing but weaker enemies (lower level
than the enemies that inspired me to level up) for the rest of the game.
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- Some of the beasts in the beast roster seemed to be designed more for the computer to use against you than for you, a human,
to use. For example, the gnat-based beasts had special abilities that were so annoying to use that they seemed to count more as
handicaps.. Ok, this is an old game, but at its time it was lots of fun to play. Actually, I did not understand, why it did not rank
much higher. It is a solid game which makes lots of fun. I played it through several times and that is pretty unusual for me.. I
really enjoy playing this game! The physics and the feeling of the game are great and you can't help but keep playing. The game
is almost perfect for a table tennis game and I've only ever come across a few bugs e.g the menu overlaying and hit detection.
The game is superb as it is although more added more be great especially something like an an online multiplayer, although I
understand that was be hard work.. It's not worth it right now. Too many giant issues.
Enemy balance is not good.
Character and equipment balance is also not good.
Progression is gated behind triple layer rng
(Get the drop hope the drop is the right shape\/color then hope you get the right stat when you consume the drop to power your
character) and then depending on how you want to use that progression it can potentially either give you some stats or ... better
chances when interacting with another layer of rng that is the in run level up system.
Bosses have giant health pools and like every enemy in the game simply don't stop attacking enough.
All enemies in the game don't have enough recovery for their actions.
Mage enemies can hit you from line of sight.
Ranged enemies spam so much that it's just tedious.
Melee enemies don't reward you for learning and exploiting their patterns.

It's not worth it unless you're actually curious about following the development. It's simply too flawed.. Very fun but kinda short.
Buy it on sale.. pretty cool
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